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denpast that disclose the flagrantshortcomings
?fthetreacherous present in thelight of unrealized-though not unrealizable-possibilities for
humanfreedom and equality.
Reading these pages, one cannot help but
concludethat this had been a barbaric century
for the legal academy, which has,wittingly or

not, constructed for the justiticatorv fra111t·\,·ork
for shameful social pra~·tin:s that· ,·011 ti II ue to
this day. Critical Race Tht"ory is a gasp of
emanicipatoryhope that law can srrvl' lihcL1tion
rather than domination.
Comd 11',·,t
fl.11•,•,m/{ !!/ i; 'cTi ifv

INTRODUCTION

s volume offers a representative,
though by no means exhaustive, compilation of the growing body of legal scholarship
known as Critical Race Theory (CRT). As we
conceive it, Critical Race Theory embraces a
movement of left scholars, most of them scholars of color, situatedin law schools, whose work
challenges the ways in which race and racial
power are constructed and represented in
American legal culture and, more generally,in
American societyas a whole. In assembling and
editing these essays, we have tried both to
provide a sense of the intellectual genesis of this
project and to map the main methodological
directions that Critical Race Theory has taken
since its inception. Toward these ends, the
essays in the first few parts are arranged roughly
in the chronological order of their publication.
The remaining parts, however, are devoted to
the most important methodological strands of
Critical Race Theory today. We have chosento
present the substance of the original essays
rather than small portions of a greater number
of works, in the interest of providing the reader
with texts that retain as much of their complexity, context, and nuance as possible.
As these writings demonstrate, there is no
canonical set of doctrines or methodologies to
which we all subscribe. Although Critical Race
scholarship differs in object, argument, accent,
and emphasis, it is nevertheless unified by two
common interests. The first is to understand
h?w a regime of white supremacy and its subordination of people of color have been created
and maintained in America, and, in particular,
to examine the relationship between that social
structure and proiessed ideals such as "the rule
of law" and "equalprotection." The second is a
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desire not merelyto understand the vexed bond
between law and racial power but to changeit.
The essays gathered here thus share an ethical
commitment to human liberation-even
if we
reject conventional notions of what such a conception means, and though we often disagree,
even among ourselves,over its specific direction.
This ethical aspiration finds its most obvious
concrete expressionin the pursuit of engaged,
even adversarial, scholarship. The writings in
this collaboration may be read as contributions
to what Edward Said has called "antithetical
knowledge," the development
of counteraccounts of socialreality by subversive and subaltern elements of the reigning order. Critical
Race Theory-like the Critical Legal Studies
movement with which we are often allied-rejects the prevailingorthodoxy that scholarship
should be or couldbe "neutral" and "objective."
We believe that legal scholarship about race in
America can neverbe written from a distanceof
detachment or with an attitude of objectivity.To
the extent that racial power is exercised legally
and ideologically,legal scholarship about race is
an important site for the construction of that
power, and thus is always a factor, if"only" ideologically, in the economy of racial power itself.
To use a phrase from the existentialist tradition,
there is "no exit"-no scholarly perch outsidethe
social dynamics of racial power from which
merely to observeand analyze. Scholarship-the
formal production, identification, and organization of what willbe called "knowledge"-is inevitably political. Each of the texts in this volume
seeks in its own way not simply to explicatebut
also to intervene in the ideological contestation
of race in America, and to create new, oppositionist accountsofrace.
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Theaspectof our work whichmostmarkedly rested on the exclusion of virtually tht' t'ntire
distinguishesit from conventionalliberal and domain of progressive thinking ·about race
conservativelegal scholarship about race and within colored communities. With its explicit
inequalityis a deep dissatisfactionwith tradiembrace of race-consciousness, Critical Race
tionalcivilrights discourse. As severalof the Theory aims to reexamine the terms bv which
authors in this collection demonstrate, the
race and racism have been negotiated in. Amerireigning contemporary American ideologies can consciousness,and to recoverand revitalize
aboutracewere built in the sixtiesand seventies the radical tradition
of race-consciousness
aroundan implicit social compact.This comamong African-Americans and other peoples
pact held that racial power and racial justice
of color-a tradition that was discarded when
wo~d ~e ~nderstood in very particular ways. integration,assimilation and the ideal of colorRacialJustice was embraced in the American
blindnessbecame the official norms of racial
mainstreamin terms that excludedradical or enlightenment.
~ndament~ ch_allenges to statusquo instituThe image of a "traditional civil rights dist10nalpracticesm American societyby treatin
course"refersto the constellation of ideas about
t?e exerciseof racial power as rareand aberra~
racialpowerand social transformation that were
t10nalrather ~han as systemicand ingrained.
con_structed
partly by, and partly as a defense
The construction of "racism"fromwhat Alan
against,the mass mobilization of social energy
Fr~e~anterms t~e "perpetratorperspective"reand popular imagination in the civil rights
stnc.t1ve_ly
c~nce1ved racism as an intentional,
movements
of the late fifties and sixties. To
albeit irrational, deviation by a conscious
.
those
who
participated
in the civilrights move:,vrongdoer
from otherwise neutral,rational
d
ments
firsthand-say,
as
part of the street and
JUstwaysof distributing jobs, power,pre~t::;e,
body
politics
engaged
in
by Reverend l.\fartin
and wealth.The adoption of this p
.
all
erspect1ve Luther King, Jr.'s cadres in town after town
.o~ed a broad cultural mainstreamboth exacrossthe South-the
fact that they were part
~lic1tly
to acknowledge the fact of racism a d
simultaneously,to insist on its irregul
n , of a deeplysubversive movement of mass resis.
ar occurtance and social transformation was obvious.
renceand Iim1ted sigru'ficance AsF
1 d lib
.
reeman conOur
o~posi~on to traditional civil rights dise u es, eral race reform thus servedt 1 . .
· the bas1c
. myths of Am .
m1ze
.o e01t1i::,course 1sneither a criticism of the civil rights
I G p
encanmeritocracy
~ovement nor an attempt to diminish its sign ary eller' s depicti
th'
.
·
civil right d'
~n, is mainstream
rufi~ance.
On the contrary, as Anthonv Cook's
s iscourse on race relations" was
constructedin this way art!
radical reading of King's theology a~d social
·
h
P Y as a defense
againstt e more radical id 1 .
~heorymakes explicit, we draw ~uch of our
liberationpresented by the ;a:rNs o: raalic~al mspiration and sense of direction from that
and Black C
.
at1on st
co~rageous,brilliantly conceived,spirituallv in. .
onsc1ousness movements of th
sIXt1es
and early
.
e spired
·
.
' and ultimately
transformative mass· acbut intellectuallsev~nt1e~,and their less visible t10n.
tions by peopl[ :~c~er:tJ scholarlypresenta?f course, colored people made important
a teacherin black tud' ames Turner, now social gains thr
.
.
. oug h c1'vii rights
reform, as did
constructionof " ~ ,~esat Cornell. In the
racism as th · .
backwardb'
fb . .
e irrational and ~:e~can society generally: in fact, but for the
ias o elievm th
cr r'.ghtsmovements' victoriesagainst racial
is importantthe Am . g at someone's race
exclusion,this volume and the Critical Race
'
encan cultual ·
neatlylinked the bl k 1 ft
r mainstream
[heory movement generally could not have
right:according to ;~ e . to the white racist
1ee~ .taught at mainstream law schools. The
sensus beca
s quicklycoalesced con,
use race-c
·
aallw
s.~ncorporation of what severalauthors here
izedboth h'
onsc1ousnesscharacterce li rormal
.
.
· . equality"
. (th e proh'b'
1 1tion
against
alists,it f:iio~e~u~~:~~~s~s andblac~ nationxp cit racialexclus10n like "whit
1 .. .
)
marks a dec1
'd edly pro '
es on v· signs
resulting"center" of cul t were racists. The
·
tural commonsense thus
Ii . al
.
gress1vemoment in LT.S.
po tic and social historv· H
. · owever, the fact
c

that civil rights advocatesmet with some success
in the nation's courtsand legislatures ought not
obscure the central role the American legal
order played in the deradicalization of racial
liberation movements.Along with the suppression of explicit white racism (the widely celebrated aim of civilrights reform), the dominant
legal conception of racism as a discrete and
identifiable act of "prejudice based on skin
color" placed virtuallythe entire range of everyday social practicesin America-social practices
developed and maintained throughout the period of formal Americanapartheid-beyond the
scope of critical examination or legal remediation.
The affirmativeaction debate, which is discussed in severalessaysin this volume, provides
a vivid example of what we mean. From its
inception, mainstream legal thinking in the
U.S. has been characterized by a curiouslyconstricted understanding of race and power.
Within this crampedconception of racialdomination, the evilof racism exists when-and only
when-one
can point to specific, discrete actsof
racial discrimination, which is in turn narrowly
defined as decision-making based on the irrational and irrelevant attribute of race. Given this
essentially negative,indeed, dismissive view of
racial identity and its social meanings, it was
not surprising that mainstream legal thought
came to embrace the ideal of "color-blindness"
as the dominant moral compass of social enlightenment aboutrace. Mainstream legalargument regarding "race relations" typically defended its positionby appropriating Dr. King's
injunction that a person should be judged "by
the content of his character rather than the
color of his skin"and wedding it to the regnant
ideologies of equal opportunity and American
meritocracy. Faced with this state of affairs,
liberal proponents of affirmative action in legal
and policy arenas-who had just successfully
won the formal adoption of basic antidiscrimination norms-soon found themselves in a
completely defensive ideological posture. Affirmative action requires the use of race as a
socially significant category of perception and
representation, but the deepest elements of
mainstream civil rights ideology had come to

identify such race-consciousness as racism itself.
Indeed, the problemhere was not simply political and strategic: the predominant legal representation of racism as the mere recognition of
race matched the "personal" views of many
liberals themselves,creating for them a contradiction in their hearts as well as their words.
Liberal antidiscrimination proponents proposed various waysto reconcile this contradiction: they characterized affirmative action as a
merely "exceptional"remedy for past injustice,
a temporary tool to be used only until equal
opportunity is achievedor a default mechanism
for reaching discrimination that could not be
proved directly. Separate but related liberal
defenses of affirmativeaction hold that its beneficiaries have suffered from "deprived"
backgrounds that require limited special consideration in the otherwise fully rational and unbiased competition for social goods, or that affirmative action promotes social "diversity,"a
value which in the liberal vision is independent
of, perhaps evenat odds with, equality of opportunity or meritocracy.
The poverty of the liberal imagination is
belied by the very fact that liberal theories of
affirmative action are framed in such defensive
terms, and so clearlyshaped by the felt need to
justify this perceived departure from purportedly objective findings of "merit" (or the lack
thereof). These apologetic strategies testify to
the deeper ways civil rights reformism has
helped to legitimizethe very social practicesin employment offices and admissions departments-that wereoriginally targeted for reform.
By constructing "discrimination" as a deviation
from otherwise legitimate selection processes,
liberal race rhetoric affirms the underlying ideology of just desserts, even as it reluctantly
tolerates limited exceptions to meritocratic mythology. Despite their disagreements about affirmative action, liberals and conservatives who
embrace dominant civil rights discourse treat
the category of merit itself as neutral and impersonal, outside of social power and unconnected
to systems of racial privilege. Rather than engaging in a broad-scale inquiry into why jobs,
wealth, education, and power are distributed
as they are, mainstream civil rights discourse
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sugge_sts
that once the irrational biases of raceconsc,ous~essare eradicated, everyonewill be
treated fairly, as equal competitorsin a regime
of equalopportunity.

in this volume spend proti:s,ional time, the law's
"embrace" of civil rights in thr \ \';1m:n Court
era is proclaimed as the \Tf\' ltdl111;1rk
of justice
~nd~r the mle of law. In oi1r virw, the "l~gislat1on of the civil rights nwn·11K11t.md its "integration" into the ,nainstrt\1111 ,·ommt>nsense assumptions in the late sixties and r;1rk seventies
were premised on a tragicalh- narn 1\~' and conservative picture of th~ ~n;;I, of racial justice
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·
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Race scholarship: the use
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grepition who
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.not . the natural or mev1ta
Th
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goal
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"
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"
and merit" used d .
h
_qu cations
to situate the strategies and discourses of Criti.
urmgtepend O f
..
racialexclusion
. d
o explicit
contmue to be d
cal Rae~Theory within the broader intellectual
as they were not d. t1 " . use ' so long
and social
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. as we 11
. . curr ents t-rom which
identifiedonly w·thirehc y r~c1al."Racism was
as
within
the
·fi
. .
·
i t e outright fi al
.
speci c work place and mstitus1onof people o f co l or it
.
orm
exclu
·
tio~al positions where we are located and from
that the whole rest f' h was simply assumed
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d
acto segregation of h I
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.
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Th~ emergence of Critical Race Theorv in
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power-the
reigning discourse seemed, at least
to us, ideologically impoverished and technocratic.
In constitutional law, for example, it was
well settled that government-sanctioned racial
discrimination was prohibited, and that legally
enforced segregation constituted such discrimination. That victory was secured in Brown v.
Board ef Education and its progeny. In the
language of the Fourteenth Amendment, raceis
a "suspect classification"which demands judicial
strict scrutiny. "Race relations" thus represent
an exception to the general deference that mainstream constitutional theory accords democratically elected institutions. Racial classifications
violate the equal protection clause unless they
both serve a compelling governmental interest
and further, are no broader than necessaryto
achieve that goal. Within
the conceptual
boundaries of these legal doctrines, mainstream
scholars debated whether discrimination should
be defined only as intentional government action . . . or whether the tort-like "de facto"test
should be used when government actions had
predictable, racially skewed results . . . or
whether the racial categories implicit in affirmative action policyshould be legally equivalent
to those used to burden people of color and
therefore also be subject to strict scrutiny . . .
and then whether remedying past social discrimination was a sufficiently compelling and
determinate goal to survive strict scrutiny . . .
and so on.
In all these debates we identified, of course,
with the liberals against the intent requirement
established in Washington v. Davis, the affirmative action limitations of Bakke (and later
Croson), the curtailment of the "state action"
doctrine resulting in the limitation of sites
where constitutional antidiscrimination norms
would apply, and so on. Yet the whole discourse
seemed to assume away the fundamental problem of racial subordination whose examination
was at the center of the work so many of us
had spent our college years pursuing in AfroAmerican studiesdepartments, community mobilizations, student acti,·ism, and the like.
The fact that affirmative action was seen as

such a "dilemma" or a "necessary evil" was
one symptom of the ultimately conservative
character of even "liberal" mainstream race discourse. More generally, though, liberals and
conservatives seemed to see the issues of race
and law from within the same structure of
analysis-namely, a policy that legal rationality
could identify and eradicate the biases of raceconsciousness in social decision-making. Liberals and conservativesas a general matter differed
over the degree to which racial bias was a fact
of American life: liberals argued that bias was
widespread where conservatives insisted it was
not; liberals supported a disparate effects test for
identifying discrimination, where conservatives
advocated a more restricted intent requirement;
liberals wanted an expanded state action requirement, whereasconservatives wanted a narrow one. The respective visions of the two
factions differed only in scope: they defined
and constructed "racism" the same way, as the
opposite of color-blindness.
In any event, however compelling the liberal
vision of achieving racial justice through legal
reform overseen by a sympathetic judiciary may
have been in the sixties and early seventies, the
breakdown of the national consensus for the use
of law as an instrument for racial redistribution
rendered the visionfar less capable of appearing
even merely pragmatic. By the late seventies,
traditional civilrights lawyers found themselves
fighting, and losing, rearguard attacks on the
limited victories they had only just achieved in
the prior decade, particularly with respect to
affirmative action and legal requirements for
the kinds of evidence required to prove illicit
discrimination. An increasingly conservativejudiciary made it clear that the age of ever expanding progressivelaw reform was over.
At the same time that these events were
unfolding, a predominantly white left emerged
on the law school scene in the late seventies, a
development which played a central role in the
genesis of Critical Race Theory. Organized by
a collection of neo-Marxist intellectuals, former
New Left activists, ex-counter-culturalists, and
other varieties of oppositionists in law schools,
the Conference on Critical Legal Studies estab-
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viewing law schools as work-places, and thus
as organizing sites for political resistance,
"CLSers" actively recruited students and leftleaning law teachers from around the country
to engage in the construction of left legal scholarship and law school transformation. CLS
quickly became the organizing hub for a huge
burst of left legal scholarly production and for
various oppositional political challenges in law
school institutional life. Several left scholarsof
color identified with the movement, and, most
important for the eventual genesis of Critical
Race Theory a few years later, CLS succeeded
in at least one aspectof its frontal assault on the
depoliticized character of legal education. By
the late seventies, explicitly right-wing legal
scholarship had developed its own critique of
the conventional assumptions, just as the national mood turned to the right with the election of Ronald Reagan. The law school as an
institution was, by then, an obvious site for
ideological contestation as the apolitical pretensions of the "nonideological" center began to
disintegrate.
Critical Race Theory emerged in the interstices of this politicaland institutional dynamic.
Critical Race Theory thus represents an attempt
to inhabit and expand the space between two
very different intellectual and ideological formations. Critical Race Theory sought to stage a
simultaneous encounter with the exhausted vision of reformist civil rights scholarship, on the
one hand, and the emergent critique ofleft legal
scholarship on the other. Critical Race Theory's
engagement with the discourse of civil rights
reform stemmed directly from our lived experience as students and teachers in the nation's law
schools. We both saw and suffered the concrete
consequences that followed from liberal legal
thinkers' failure to address the constrictive role
that racial ideology plays in the composition
and culture of American institutions, including
the American lawschool. Our engagement with
progressive-left legal academics stemmed from
our sense that their focus on legal ideology,legal
scholarship and the politics of the American law
school provided a language and a practice for
viewing the institutions in which we studied
and worked both as sites of and targets for our

developing critique of law, racism, and social
power.
In identifying the liberal civil rights tradition
and the Critical Legal Studies movement as
key factors in the emergence of Critical Race
Theory, we do not mean to offer an oversimplified genealogy in which Critical Race Theory
appears as a simplehybrid of the two. We view
liberal civil rights scholarship and the work
of the critical legal theorists not so much as
rudimentary components of Critical Race Theory, but as elements in the conditions of its
possibility. In short,we intend to evoke a particular atmosphere in which progressive scholarsof
color struggled to piece together an intellectual
identity and a political practice that would take
the form both of a left intervention into race
discourse and a race intervention into left discourse. To better capture the dynamics of these
trajectories, we now turn to two key institutional events in the development of Critical
Race Theory as a movement. The first is the
student protest, boycott, and organization of an
alternative course on race and law at Harvard
Law School in 1981-an event that highlights
the significance of Derrick Bell and the Critical
Legal Studies movement to the ultimate development of Critical Race Theory, and symbolizes Critical RaceTheory's oppositional posture
vis-a-vis the liberal mainstream. The second is
the 1987 Critical Legal Studies National Conference on silenceand race, which marked the
genesis of an intellectually distinctive critical
account of race on terms set forth by raceconscious scholars of color, and the terms of
contestation and coalition with CLS.
As Richard Delgado states in "The Imperial
Scholar," quite bluntly, the study of civil rights
and antidiscrimination law in the mainstream
law schools in which we found ourselves in the
eighties was dominated by a group consisting
almost entirely of white male constitutional law
professors. Derrick Bell was one of the few
exceptions; he went to Harvard after a distinguished record as a litigator in the civil rights
movement, becoming one of only two AfricanAmerican professorson the large Harvard faculty. In his course and book Race, and Racism
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and AmericanLaw, Bell developedand taught
legal doctrinefrom a race-consciousviewpoint.
Implicitlyrepudiating the reigningidea of the
color-blindnessof law, pedagogy,and scholarship, he used racial politics rather than the
formalstructureoflegal doctrine asthe organizing conceptfor scholarly study.
It is important to understand the centrality
of Bell'scoursebook and his oppositionto the
traditionalliberal approach to racism for the
eventualdevelopment of the CriticalRaceTheory movement.A symbol of his influenceis his
inclusionas the first page of his book of a
photographof Thomas Smith andJohn Carlos
acceptingtheir Olympic trophies at the 1968
Mexico City Summer Games. In the foreground are balding white men in suits, apparentlf Olympic officials of some kind; rising
behmdthemare Smith and Carlos,standing on
the raisedplatforms in sleek warmupsuits, at
the heightof their competitive achievement.In
one h~nd,the victorious athletes holdtheir gold
and s1lve_r
medals; Smith and Carlosdefiantly
hold the1rother hand over their heads in the
clinchedfist of the Black Power salute. This
symbolicaction, staged during the playing of
the NationalAnthem, spawned an enormous
controversyin the United States; patriots
chargedthat Smith and Carlos embarrassedthe
cou_ntry
an~ privileged their racialidentity over
their moreimportant identity as Americans.
To thoseof us who were then law students
and beginninglaw teachers, Bell'sinclusion of
the Smith-Carlosphotograph as a visual intro~uctionto his law school casebooksuggested a
lmk betweenhis work and the Black Power
m_ovements
that most of us "really"identified
with, whose political insights and aspirations
went ~ar_beyondwhat could be articulated in
the re1gnmglanguage of the legal fi .
and the le al
d"
p~o ess1on
g stu ies we were pursumg. Although we could not then fully articulate the
nature and basis of this connection we were
able to recognize that Derrick B 11; . .
with' 1 al
e s pos1t1on
m eg_. study bore a familyresemblance to
the oppos1t1onal
stance that Smith and C 1
ha~ taken_i~
Mexico City. Just as Carlos::;
Smith part1c1patedon behalf of th .
.
.
h O
.
e1rnation in
t e lymp1ccompetition, Bell had chosen to

enter the arena of American legal scholarship
instead of eschewing it and taking the path of
total separation. Similarly, just as Carlos and
Smith refused to allow American nationalism
to subsumetheir racial identity, Bellinsisted on
placing race at the center of his intellectual
inquiry rather than marginalizing it as a subclassificationunder the formal rubric of this or
that legal doctrine. In a subtle way, Bell's position within the legal academy-an arena that
defined itselfwithin the conventional legal discourse as neutral to race-was akin to putting
up his fist in the black power salute.
As his articlesin the first part of this volume
demonstrate, Bell provided some of the earliest
theoretical alternatives to the dominant civil
rights visionwe have described. In the face of
the hegemonyof racial integration as the ideal
of reformin the seventies, he arguedin "Serving
Two Masters,"the essay that opens this collection, that the exclusive focus on the goal of
school integration responded to the ideals of
elite liberalpublic interest lawyersrather than
to the actualinterests of black communities and
children. In "The Interest-Convergence Dilemma," Bell sketched a full-scale structural
theory to account for the ebb and flow of
civil rightsreform in America, according to the
political machinations of whites themselves.
In 1980,Bell left Harvard to become dean of
the Universityof Oregon Law School and one
of the firstAfrican-Americans to head a mainstream American law school. Student activists,
particularly students of color, demanded that
Harvard hire a teacher of color to replace him
and to teach his courses in constitutional law
and minorityissues. The liberal white Harvard
administrat~onresponded to student protests,
demonstrations, rallies and sit-ins-including a
takeoverof the Dean's office-by asserting that
there wereno qualified black scholarswho merited Harvard'sinterest. Harvard's response was
st~c.tur~d around two points produced from
withm liberalrace discourse which Critical Race
Theory would ultimately contest. First, thev
asked why the students wouldn't prefer an cx·cellent white professor O\'er a mediocre hbck
one-that is, at_a conceptual leYel,they posited
the particular liberal epistemology that assoc1-
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ated color-blindness with intellectual merit.
Second, the Harvard administration, skeptical
about the pedagogicalvalue of a course devoted
to racial topics, asserted that no special course
was needed when "those issues" were already
covered in classesdevoted to constitutional law
and employment discrimination thus, to our
minds, failing to comprehend the significance
of Bell's projects. Instead, Jack Greenberg and
Julius Chambers, both important and distinguished civil rights litigators, were hired to
teach a three-week mini-course on civil rights
litigation.
It was in the midst of this kind of institutional struggle, played out in one form or another at mainstream law schools around the
country, that many of us now writing in the
Critical Race Theory genre began to elaborate
what we took to be the limitations of traditional
race analysis and argument. After all, in a context such as Harvard, administrators saw themselves as racially enlightened: they were liberals
who were against racialdiscrimination-indeed,
Harvard wanted to honor a heroic litigator of
the school desegregation era with a visiting
professorship. Clearly, the cool, technocratic
and business-like culture of mainstream law
schools was hostile at all points to raw "prejudice"-these
were not institutions in which a
hardcore, "Bull Conner" type racist would receive a warm welcome. Although those of us
who were agitating for hiring teachers of color
knew we didn't accept the kinds of justifications
the Harvard administrators offered, we also
knew that we lackedan adequate critical vocabulary for articulating exactly what we found
wrong in their arguments. It was out of this
intellectual void that the impetus for a new
conceptual approachto race and law was based.
Our critique of ideas like "color-blindness,"
"formal legal equality,"and "integrationism" are
linked to their institutional manifestations as a
rhetoric of power in the schools we attended
and the work-placeswe now occupy.
In the local Harvard confrontation, student
organizers decided to bovcott the mini-course
offered by the administ~ation and organized
instead "The :\.lternati,·e Course," a student-led
continuation of Bell's course which focusedon

American law through the prism of race.
Taught by scholarsof color from other schools
who were each asked to speak about topics
loosely organized to trace the chapters of Bell's
Race, Racism and American Law book, the
course simultaneously provided the means to
develop a framework to understand law and
racial power and to contest Harvard's deployment of meritocratic mythology as an instance
of that very power.
The Alternative Course was in many ways
the first institutionalized expression of Critical
Race Theory. With the aid of outside funding
and sympathetic Harvard teachers (many of
them white crits who provided encouragement,
strategic advice, and independent study credit
to enable students to attend the classes) the
course brought together a critical mass of scholars and students, and focused on the need to
develop an alternative account of racial power
and its relation to law and antidiscrimination
reform. Among the guest speakers were Charles
Lawrence, Linda Greene, Neil Gotanda, and
Richard Delgado, all of whom were alreadyin
law teaching. Mari Matsuda, then a graduate
law student, was a participant in the Alternative
Course, and KimberleCrenshaw one of its main
organizers.
The Alternative Course is a useful point to
mark the genesis of Critical Race Theory for
many reasons. First, it was one of the earliest
attempts to bring scholars of color together to
address the law'streatment of race from a selfconsciously criticalperspective. There had been
some race-conscious organizing in law schools
in the preceding years. For example, within the
Association of American Law Schools, (AALS)
the professional association of law teachers, a
minority section had been established which
Ralph Smith of the University of Pennsylvania
and Denise Carty-Bennia of Northeastern University used as a vehicle for intellectual development. However, the AALS group neither provided a basis for sustained dialogue, nor openly
identified itselfwithin the profession as intellectually oppositional and politically left-progressive. Recognizing these inherent institutional
limitations, legalacademics of color created an
informal network of support for law students
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and teachersof color, whose existencewas enormouslyimportant in developing a criticalmass
of law teachers of color. These were efforts,
though, that carried no direct implicationsfor
scholarshipand theory.
Secon~,the Alternative Course exemplified
another important feature of the Critical Race
T~eory movement, namely, the view-shared
with the Critical Legal Studies movementthat _itis politically meaningful to contest the
terram and terms of dominant legaldiscourse.
In one sense, the importance of mainstream
law schooldiscourse to Critical RaceTheorists
~ows from the view that power is implicated
i~, say'.the privileging of certain topics and
viewp?mtsas worthy of being curricularentries
at mamstreamlaw schools. The idea here in
essen~e,is th~t knowledge and politicsare in~vitably_1nt~rtwmed.
As an influentialsite for indoctnnat10nand propagation, the ideology of
law schoolshelps in turn to shape and give
s~bstanceto the broader legal and socialideologies aboutrace and legitimacy. In anothersense
the focus_onthe law school and legalscholarshi~
as a terramworth contesting is basedon a view
of !aw schoolsin left terms as work-places in
which ~e find ourselves as part of a productive
enterpn~e,the "production of knowledge."This
perspec~1ve
helps to explain an importantdiffere~e hwith earlier conceptions of race reform
:' ~ )ooked to law schools and other le
~nst1tu_t~ons
as places to gather tools to depfo
~n politicalstruggles that occurred"out therer
m the South the h
'd 1 ,
g etto, or some other place
bes1
. es aw
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as those presented by the Harvard administration.
We turn now to the Critical Legal Studies
conferencesof the mid-eighties and the general
engagement with the white left in and outside
of the legalacademy both of which were crucial
in the development of the Critical Race Theory
project. If the Alternative Course svmbolizes
the trajectory of Critical Race Th~orv as a
left intervention in conventional race dis.course,
then the Critical Legal Studies Conferences
during the mid-eighties can be equally useful
in situating Critical Race Theory as a raceconsciousintervention on the left.
At its inception in the late 70s,Critical Legal
Studies (CLS) was basically a white and largely
male academicorganization. By the mid-eighties, there was a small cadre of scholars of color
who frequented CLS conferences and summer
camps. Most were generally conversant with
Critical Legal Theory and sympathetic to the
progressivesensibilities of CriticalLegal Studies
as a whole.Unlike the law school mainstream,
this cadrewas far from deterred bv CLS critique
of liberal legalism. While many in the legal
community were, to put it mildly, deeply disturbed by the CLS assault againstsuch ideological mainstaysas the rule of the law, to scholars
of color who drew on a historv of colored
communities' struggle against for~al and institutional racism, the crits' contention that law
was neither apolitical, neutral, nor determinate
hardly seemed controversial. Indeed, we believed that this critical perspective formed the
basic building blocks of any seriousattempt to
un~erstand the relationship between law and
white supremacy. However, whilethe emerging
"race c:its~ shared this starting position with
CLS, s1gmficantdifferences betweenus became
increa~inglyapparent during a seriesof conferences m the mid-eighties.
Our discussions during the conferences revealed that while we shared with crits the belief
tha~ legalconsciousness functionedto legitimize
social power in the United States, race crits
also understood that race and racism likevvise
functioned as central pillars of hegemonic
power. Because CLS scholars had not, bv and
large, developed and incorporated a critique of
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racial power into their analysis, their practices, law schools and societyat large. Since "we"were
politics and theories regarding race tended to joined as allies rather than adversaries within
be unsatisfying and sometimes indistinguishable the law school arena, crits troubled by our
from those of the dominant institutions they workshop no doubt believed that critical energwere otherwise contesting.As race moved from ies would be best directed at tearing down
the margins to the center of discourse within institutional practicesat our workplace rather
Critical Legal Studies-or, as some would say, than bringing these disruptive interventions
"home." But feminists had already problemaCritical Legal Studies took the race turninstitutional and theoretical disjunctures be- tized the conceptualization of "home" that
tween critical legal studies and the emerging seemed to ground this view, revealing such
scholarship on raceeventually manifested them- spaces to be a site of hierarchy and power as
selves as central themes within Critical Race well. Moreover, as the race crits experienced it,
despite some points of convergence, some of
Theory.
One of the most significant institutional the racial dynamicsof CLS as an institution
manifestations of CLS's underdeveloped cri- were not entirely distinct from the law school
tique of racial power occurred during the 1986 cultures "we" had set out to transform.
Another point of conflict and difference beCLS conference. The 1986 conference, organized by a group of women who worked in tween white crits and scholars of color revolved
feminist legal theory, marked the zenith of around the widely debated critique of rights.
the feminist turn within CLS. Having placed According to other scholars of color at the 1987
feminism and its critique of patriarchy squarely conference, another dimension of the failureof
within the discourse of and about CLS, the CLS to reflect the lived experience of peopleof
"fem-crit" conferenceorganizers asked scholars color could be glimpsed in the CLS critiqueof
of color to facilitateseveral concurrently held rights. Crits tended to view the idea of legal
discussions about race. Drawing on a central "rights" as one of the ways that law helps to
CLS tenet that power is not, ultimately, "out legitimize the socialworld by representing it as
there," but in the veryinstitutions and relation- rationally mediated by the rule of law. Crits
ships that shape our lives, the handful of schol- also saw legal rights-like those against racial
ars of color attending this conference designed discrimination-as indeterminate and capable
the workshop to uncover and discuss various of contradictory meanings, and as embodying
dimensions of racialpower as manifested within an alienated way of thinking about social relaCritical Legal Studies.Though the practiceof tions.
Crits of color agreed to varying degreeswith
uncovering and contesting power within law
instance,
school institutions was a standard feature of some dimensions of the critique-for
CLS politics, the attempt to situate this practice that rights discoursewas indeterminate. Yet we
within CLS as a "white" institution drew a sharply differed with critics over the normative
surprisingly defensive response. The pitched implications of this observation. To the emergand heated exchangethat erupted in response ing race crits, rights discourse held a socialand
to our query, "whatis it about the whitenessof transformative value in the context of racial
CLS that discouragesparticipation by peopleof subordination that transcended the narrower
color?" revealed that CLS's hip, cutting edge question of whether reliance on rights could
irreverence toward establishment
practices alone bring aboutany determinate results. Race
could easily disintegrateinto handwringing hys- crits realized that the very notion of a suborditeria when broughtback "home." Of course,not nate people exercisingrights was an important
all crits were resistantto this dialogue and it is dimension of Black empowerment during the
only fair to point out that those who did find civil rights movement, significant not simply
the query to be unnecessarily adversarial proba- because of the occasional legal victories that
bly held a good faith belief that CLS markeda were garnered, but because of the transformasphere of activitycompletely distinct from both tive dimension of African -Americans re-imag-
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ining themselvesas full, rights-bearingcitizens
within the American political imagination.We
wanted to acknowledge the centralityof rights
discourseeven as we recognized that the use of
rights languagewas not without risks.The debate that ensuedin light of this differentorientation engendered an important CRT theme:
the absolutecentrality of history and context in
any attempt to theorize the relationship betweenraceand legal discourse.
A third ideological difference emerged in a
seriesof critiques of early attemptsby scholars
of color~oarticulate how law reflectsand producesractalpower. Most of thesecritiqueswere
articulatedat the next 1987 CLS conference
"The Sounds of Silence," sponsoredby Lo~
Angelesarea law schools. Although the terms
~f the debatewere not fully clear,and at the
tm~e,therewere few key words or concepts on
which our ~nalysis could then focus,we have
come to articulate the central criticismby crits
to be that of "racialism". By racialismwe refer
to ~heoreticalaccounts of racial powe;that explam legal and political decisionswhich are
adverse_topeople of color as merereflections of
underl}:ngwhite interest. To phrasethis critical
model m more contemporary terms we might
~ayt~at racialismis to power what ;ssentialism
ts .to identity-a n arrow, an d firequentlyunsatisfying theoryin which complex phenomena are
reducedto and presented as a simplereflection
of some underlying "facts." S ifi all th
"sin" of 'al· ·
pee c Y, e
.
rac1 tsm ts that it presumesthat racial
t~terestsor racial identity existssomewhereoutsite of or prior to law and is merelyreflected in
su sequentlegal decisions adverseto nonwhites
. Such an approach struck crits as far to~
mstrumentaltO b
fu
d
.
e a use 1 account of race
anb p_ower.
J?unng the eighties, critshad been
de at1ngthe 1
ssue o f""instrumentalist" d u·
tionalist"
an trra accounts of law; most agreedwith th
problematiccharacter of what cameto be all de
vulgarM · ,, .
c e
Marxist arxts~. Bnefly stated, in traditional
analysts,law appears as merely an ins~drumefnt
o~class interests that are rooted outst e o lawm some "concrete socialreality ,, I
sum law is mer 1
""d 1 .
. n
of ,
. e y an I eo ogicalreflection"
. ~omeclas~mterest rooted elsewhere.Many
Cntics-echomg the 1a t e sixties
. . New Left- ,

sought to distinguish themselves from these
"instrumentalist" accounts on the grounds that
they embodied a constricted view of the range
and sites of the production of socialpower, and
hence of politics. By defining class in terms of
one's position in the material production process, and viewing law and all other "superstructural" phenomena as merelv reflectionsof interests rooted in social class identitication, vulgar
Marxism, crits argued, ignored the ways that
law and other merely "superstructural" arenas
helped to constitute the very interests that law
was supposed merely to reflect. Crits such as
Freeman, Duncan Kennedv, and Karl Klare
(to name a few) developed ~on-instmmentalist
accounts of law and its relationship to power
that focused on legal discourse as a crucial
site for the production of ideology and the
perpetuation of social power. First, Critical Legal theorists developed a genealogical account
of the relationship between law and social interests. Noting the degree, for example, to which
political struggles in the U.S. are conducted in
the languageand logic of the law, crits argued
that social interests, and the weight they are
accorded, do not exist in advance of or outside
~he law, but depend on legal institutions and
ideology for both their content and form. Second, the crits provided a detailed inventory of
the ideological practices by which the legal
order activelyseeks to persuade those who are
subject to it that the law's uneven distribution
of ~ocialpower is nonetheless "just." Third, in
their account of legal consciousness, critical
legal_theorists demonstrated the precise mechamsms by which legal institutions and ideol~gy obscure and thus legitimize their productive, constitutive social role. The crits argued
that _the law does not passively adjudicate
qu:st10ns of social power; rather, the law is an
active instance of the very power politics it
purports to avoid and stand above. In brief,
the ~rits revealed in often dizzying detail the
c_unnmgcomplexity of legal texts which tradit10nal
Marxt'sts s·m
. d as ''cap1t
. al.1st
.
1 p 1y d.1smisse
ideology."
One consequence of this particular intellectual genealo(T\·
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· t h elf
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thought on the left, CLS scholars had already
developed a critique of the kinds of instrumentalist analyses that were presented in the language of race. To criticsof racialism, prevailing
theorizations of race and law seemed to represent law as an instrumental reflection of racial
interests in much the same way that vulgar
Marxists saw the legal arena as reflecting class
interests. Just as the white left had learned,
by the eighties, that a one-dimensional class
account was too simplistic for legal analysis,
they interpreted racialistaccounts as analogous
to class reductionism.
To be sure, some of the foundational essays
of CRT could be vulnerable to such a critique,
particularly when read apart from the context
and conditions of their production. Yet, when
read as interventions against a liberal legalist
tradition that viewedlaw as an apolitical mediator of racial conflict, it becomes clear that by
articulating a structural relationship between
law and white supremacy,these essays dislodged
an entrenched pattern of viewing racial outcomes as merely the random consequences of
aracial legal processes.These early essays thus
constituted a critical first step in identifying
the operation of racialpower within discursive
traditions that had been widely accepted as
neutral and apolitical.By legitimizing the use
of race as a theoretical fulcrum and focus in
legal scholarship, so-called racialist accountsof
racism and the law grounded the subsequent
development of Critical Race Theory in much
the same way that Marxism's introduction of
class structure and struggle into classical political economy grounded subsequent critiques of
social hierarchy and power.
At the same time, the critique of racialism
did help clarify what was "critical" about our
race project. As we noted earlier, their dissatisfaction with the narrow instrumentalist viewof
law had moved CLS scholars to elaborate a
theory of the constitutiveform oflegal ideology.
The crits challenged the understanding of social
and political interests that instrumentalist portrayals of law had viewed as simply given. The
crits' more dvnamic and dialectical model revealed the c~nstitutive force of law, the ways
legal institutions constructed the very social

interests and relationsthat cruder instrumentalist accounts of law thought it merely regulated
and ratified. For our purposes, the chief theoretical advantage of this anatomy of the constitutive dimensions of law was that it made it
possible to argue that the legal system is not
simply or mainly a biased referee of social and
political conflict whoseorigins and effects occur
elsewhere. On this account, the law is shown to
be thoroughly involvedin constructing the rules
of the game, in selecting the eligible players,
and in choosing the field on which the game
must be played.
Drawing on these premises, we began to
think of our projectas uncovering how law was
a constitutive element of race itself: in other
words, how law constructedrace. Racial power,
in our view, was not simply-or
even primarily-a product of biased decision-making on
the part of judges, but instead, the sum total of
the pervasive ways in which law shapes and is
shaped by ""race relations" across the social
plane. Laws produced racial power not simply
through narrowing the scope of, say, of antidiscrimination remedies, nor through raciallybiased decision-making, but instead, through
myriad legal rules, many of them having nothing to do with rules against discrimination,
that continued to reproduce the structures and
practices of racial domination. In short, we
accepted the crit emphasison how law produces
and is the product of social power and we crosscut this theme with an effort to understand this
dynamic in the contextof race and racism. With
such an analysis in hand, critical race theory
allows us to better understand how racial power
can be produced even from within a liberal
discourse that is relatively autonomous from
organized vectors of racial power.
If the foregoing critique clarified at least one
dimension of our project that grew from a
shared theoretical investment with CLS, it also
revealed subtle, but crucial theoretical divergences between CLS and CRT. Despite the
sophistication of the crits' understanding of how
law constituted socialinterests and legal identity, they were, for the most part, unable to
transpose these insightsinto an analysis of racial
power and law. Our point here is not that the
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crits committed the typical Marxist error of
subsumingrace under class. Rather,our dissatisfactionwith CLS stemmed fromits failure to
cometo termswith the particularityof race, and
with the specifically racial characterof "social
interests"in the racialized state.For some, their
lackof criticalthinking about racewas a reflection of intellectual interest. With respect to
other crits,however, our divergenceproduced a
muchsharperconflict. While wewere straining
to strengthenour understanding ofracialpower,
it appearedto us that some critsweredeploying
racialistcritiques from a positionon race that
was closeif not identical to the liberalism we
were otherwisejoined in opposing.To be sure,
these critspositioned themselvesin a discourse
far removedfrom liberalism-a certain postmoderncritique of identity. Yet the upshot of
theirpositionseemed to be the same:an abiding
skepticism,if not outright disdain,toward any
theoreticalor political project organizedaround
the conceptof race. Where classicalliberalism
arguedthat race was irrelevant to public policy,
these critsargued that race simplydidn't exist.
The positionis one that we havecome to call
"vulgaranti-essentialism." By this we seek to
capturethe claims made by somecritical theorists that since racial categories arenot "real" or
"natural"but instead socially constructed, it is
theoreticaland politically absurdto center race
as a categoryof analysis or as a basisfor political
action.This suggested to us that underlying at
least someof the critiques from the left was not
si~ply a question about the waywerepresented
racialpower,but instead, a more fundamental
attackon the very possibility of our project. In
short, this position constituted an attack on
"color-consciousness"which differedfrom the
c.onservative
assault only in its rhetorical politics.
Ma?y of us did, of course, acceptthe more
co.mplicated
notions of power and identity implicatedby both the anti-instrumentalist and
anti-essentialistpositions. Yet in our view, neit~er wasinco~sistent with the projectof mappmg thedomam of law and racialpower. It was
obviousto many of us that althoughrace was,
to use theterm, socially constructed(the idea of
biologicalrace is "false"), race was nonetheless

"real" in the sense that there is a material
dimensionand weight to the experience o~ ~eing "raced"in American society, a matenahty
that in significant ways has been produced and
sustained by law. Thus, we understood . our
project as an effort to constrnct a race-conscious
and at the same time anti-essentialist account
of the processes by which law participates in
"race-ing"American society.
Perhaps prophetically, the conference was
also occasioned by a prototype ot- an _assault
launched against critical race theory tram a
position firmly situated within the very paradigm we sought to criticize. The highlight. of
the 1987conference was a plenary in wh~ch
numerousscholars of color articulated how mstitutional practices and intellectual paradigms
functionedto silence insurgent voices of people
of color. Responding to the critique, anoth~r
scholar of color shared with the audience his
impressionthat the absence of much of minority scholarshipwas attributable to its poor qu~ity, and to the lack of productivity of minority
scholars.Scholars of color were urged to stop
complaining and simply to write. Of course,
the discussionthat followed was animated. But
more important than what was said was what
was assumed-namely, that the arena of academic discourse was functionally open to any
scholarof merit who sought to enter it. Yet the
very point that the speakers weretrying to reveal
(perhaps too subtly, in retrospect) was that the
notions of merit that were so glibly employed
to determineaccess and status within the intellectual arena were themselves repositories of
racialpower.This exchange, and the subsequent
incarnation of this conflict in the pages of the
Harvard Law Review--provides one of the
clearest points of demarcation between critical
and liberalrace discourses.
The 1986 and 1987 CLS conferences thus
marked significant points of alignment and departure, and should be consideredthe final step
in the preliminary development of CRT as a
distinctively progressive critique of legal discourse on race. As a political and intellectual
matter, the upshot of this engagement wit~
CLS can best be characterized as "coalition.
We see CLS and CRT as aligned-in radical
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left opposition to mainstream legal discourse.
But CRT is also differentfrom CLS-our fo~us
on race means that we have addressed qu~te
different concerns, with distinct methodologies
and traditions that we honor.

event was the founding of the Criti~al Race
Theory workshop. Principally orgamzed by
Kimberle Crenshaw, Neil Gotanda, and Stephanie Phillips, the workshop drew together
thirty five law scholarswho responded to a c~
to synthesize a theory that, while groun.d~dm
We have argued that the institutional and ideo- critical theory, was responsive to the realities.of
logical antecedents of CRT can be usefully racial politics in America. Indeed, the orga~izgrounded in two historical sites: the Harv~rd ers coined the term "Critical Race Th~ory ~o
boycott, and the CLS conferences of the. m1d- make it clear that our work locates itsel~ m
eighties. These roughly parallel the. du~1ty of intersection of criticaltheory and race, racism
CRT as both a progressiveintervent10n m race
d the law. To be sure, while we have empha''al po1es
sized throughout the liberal an d cnt1c
discourse and a race intervention on the left. an
yet, while we have identified these mom~nts against which Critical Race Theoiy developed,
and will trace the trajectoryof these thei:nesmto in experience, such dialectical relat10ns p.roduce
the writings that appearin this volume, it would 1ess o f a sharp break, and more of a creative
d' . and
be remiss for us to leave the impression ~hat contestatory engagementwith both tra it:~ns.
CRT subsequently developed as a disembodied, This is true not onlyof the content of Cnt1cal
abstracted, and autonomous intellectual form~- Race Theory, but is true as well of. the worktion. In the first place, we believe t?at this shop's participants. Indeed, bo~h liberal race
theorists and criticallegal theons:s have been
image of scholarship is simply f~se-mtell~ctual work is alwayssituated, reflective to ~af)_'mg deeply engaged in critical race discourse. For
degrees of the cultural, histori~al, and mst1tu- examp le , among the range of scholars who'bwere
d
tional conditions of its productwn. Seco~d and attracte d t o the workshop and who contn ute
most importantly, this view of schola~sh1pob- to the development of Critical Race T~eo~
scures the shared difficulties that msurgent were sc holars who had written squarely
. w1thm
the
liberal
paradigm.
The
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underwritten
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a
grant
provided
by
~~VId
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eg
d'
F'
C nt1c
. . al R ace Theory, then, must . include
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to repreamong the intellectualswho are assoc_iatedwi~h wor k of members of CLS conference
C .. al R
it, particularly in light of the challengi~g ~ondi- sent a crucial contribution to the nt1c ace
tions under which insurgent scholarship is pro- Theory literature.
duced.
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During the mid-eighties, many of us met m In the opening pages of this introduction,. we
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preme Court has issued a seriesof decisions
race as well as conservative v1s1011s
of equal
whicheffectivelyrepeal the ideological"settlecitizenship.
ment" struck during the civil rights era. In
We believe that core rnnccpts from Critical
AdarandConstructors v. Pena, the Supreme
Rae~Theory can be productively usc:dto expose
C?urt extended its 1989 decisionin City of the irreduciblypolitical character of the current
Ri~hm_on1
:· JA. Croson to categoricallyrequire
Court's general hostility toward policies which
stnct 1ud1c1al
s~rutiny whenevergovernment, at would take race into an:ount in rc:dressing hisany level,considers race in its decisionmaking
toric and contemporary patterns of racial disprocess.In the last few years, the Supreme
cri'.11_ination.
We might, ti.ir example, draw on
Court ha~ all but foreclosed the adoption of Cnt1calRace Theory's deconstruction of colorrace-consciousresponses to racialinequity by
blindness to show that the current Supreme
stat~andlocal governments. In a cramped conCourt's expressed hostility toward race-conceptionof the scope of national power under
sciousness must be deem~d a form of racethe Fourteenth Amendment, the Adarand
consciousnessin and of itself As Neil Gotanda
~e:urthas pressed further and formallyforbid?as cogentlyargued, one cannot heed the newly
eventhe federal government from taki
installed constitutional rule that forbids racera~e e~plici:ly~nto account in addressing so:!
conscious approaches to racial discrimination
e~ -;ide d1scnmination. In Missouriv. Jenkins,
'"'.it~outalways first taking race into account.
t e upreme Court held that racially-concenSimilarly,Critical Race Theory helps us undertratedpu~licschools could no longerbe deemed
stand
howrace-consciousness implicitly informs
presumptivelyunconstitutional , even 1n
. th e
the current Court's paradoxical insistence that
;esence of ~ h~story of formal segregation. As
t~e norm.of color-blindness requires a voting
h any continumg racial segregationin these
n~hts. r_egimewhich effectively deprives racial
sc ools,the Jenkins opinion concludedthat th
minorities of political advantages that are accourts co~d ~ot address the problemof raci~
corded to other organized socialinterests.
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in the politics of racialjurisprudence. However,
since discussions about race and rights in the
U.S. have always overrun the narrow institutional confines of the law, we want to conclude
this introduction to Critical Race Theory by
suggesting some of the implications our work
as legal scholars holdsfor broader national conversations about racialpolitics. In our historyof
the development of Critical Race Theory, we
have highlighted the ways in which our work is
a record of our engagement with what we saw
as limitations of liberal,leftist and racialist accounts of racial powerin law. The similar limitations of recent liberal defenses of affirmative
action, left-liberal discourses on globalization,
and racialist responses to post-civil rights retrenchment suggest that Critical Race Theory
may provide new and much needed ways to
think about (and challenge) the contemporary
politics of racial domination.
We turn first to the vexed question ofliberal
discourse in the current national disputations
regarding affirmativeaction. Earlier in this introduction we noted how the liberal defenseof
affirmative action has been stymied from its
inception by a decidedly ambivalent attitude
toward the matters of race and racial power.To
be sure, liberals are generally willing to concede
that racism continues to be an ""obvious and
boring fact" of American life (as the liberal
pundit Michael Kinsleyrather remarkably put
it in a recent article).What liberal proponents
of affirmative action seem unwilling to do is to
move toward a direct critique of the hidden
racial dimensions of the meritocratic mythology
that their conservativeopponents have so deftly
used to control the terms of the current debate.
This ambivalence toward race-consciousness
is best understood as a symptom of liberalism's
continued investment in meritocratic ideology
and its unacknowledged resistance to reaching
any deep understanding of the myriad ways
racism continues to limit the realization of goals
such as equal opportunity. This liberal ambivalence is particularly manifested in today's debates, particularly about affirmative action. But
it is also reflected in the lukewarm liberal defense of the Great Society programs of the
r96os and other policieswhich were adopted to

address contradictions between American ideals
and historical realities. Like the Harvard Law
School administration's response to the demand
for a course focused on race and the law, the
liberal position reflects an abiding uncertainty
about the value of suchprojects, and a lingering,
wistful sense that if we could just agree to
abandon race-consciousness, racism and racial
power would somehowrecede from the American political imagination.
Critical Race Theory is instructive here in
that it uncovers the ongoing dynamics of racialized power, and its embeddedness in practices and values which have been shorn of any
explicit, formal manifestations of racism. Critical Race Theory thus provides a basis for understanding affirmativeaction as something other
than "racial preference"(a notion whose implicit
premise is that affirmative action represents a
deviation from an otherwise non-racial neutrality). Critical Race Theory understands that,
claims to the contrarynotwithstanding, distributions of power and resources which were
racially determined before the advent of affirmative action would continue to be so if affirmative action is abandoned. Our critiques of
racial power revealhow certain conceptions of
merit function not as a neutral basis for distributing resources and opportunity, but rather as a
repository of hidden, race-specific preferences
for those who havethe power to determine the
meaning and consequencesof"merit." We have
shown that the putativelyneutral baseline from
which affirmative action is said to represent a
deviation is in fact a mechanism for perpetuating the distribution of rights, privileges, and
opportunity establishedunder a regime of uncontested white supremacy. Critical Race Theory recognizes accordinglythat a return to that
so-called neutral baseline would mean a return
to an unjust system of racial power. Finally,
Critical Race Theory fully comprehends that
the aim of affirmativeaction is to create enough
exceptions to white privilege to make the mythology of equal opportunity seem at least plausible. In fact, a defense of affirmative action
premised upon CRT rather than liberal ambivalence would neither apologize for affirmative
action nor assume it to be a fully adequate
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politicalresponse to the persistenceof white
supremacy.Rather, Critical RaceTheory supports affirmative action as a limitedapproach
which has achieved a meaningful,if modest
measureof racial justice.
A second discussion to which we believe
Criti~al~c~ Theory might bringa useful perspective1s liberal and left debatein the U.S.
ove_rthe ~roliferation of economic,political,
socialrelations across national borders which
ha~_cometo be known as globalization. Like
Cnt1calLegal Studies in the mid-198os the
left-liberalapproach to globalizationhas ;et to
generatean adequate account of theconnections
betweenracial power and politicaleconomy in
the New World Order. Instead, generalized
referencesto t~e "North" and "South" figure
as a. metaphorical substitute for serious and
sustainedattention to the racial and ethnic
c.haracter
of the massive distributivetransformations that ~lobalization has set in motion. Abstract allusions to "rich" d "
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vulnerableeconomic position is the product of
past, but not current, dynamil·s of racial power.
The particularities of rnrc and its persistent
presenceas an explicit rationalization of structural stratification in the rnrrent ernnomv seem
hardly to warrant discussion. One would think
that the racial composition of the rnmmunities
which have been chosen to hear the sharp edge
of economicdislocation is altogether irrelevant.
However,even a cursorv reviewof current national discourses about public education, unemployment, education, immigration and welfare
reform (to take a few examples) demonstrates
the degreeto which questions of race and racial
ideology stand at the ven- center of today's
?ebates. These developme~ts de~· explanation
m ter~s ofliberal accounts of povertyand social
equality,on the one hand, or leftistformulations
about the historical class relationsbetween labor
and capital,on the other.
A CRT-grounded response to these developments wouldintersect contemporary critical discoursesconcerning the domestic social transformations wrought by globalization and critical
theoriesof race and power to better understand
the "racial economy" of this transition. This
CRT-informed inv~stigation of the "South in
the North" would examine the wav a certain
brand of racial politics has been rr{obilized to
buffer the massive upward distribution of resources and opportunitv within the United
States, or explore the wa~· racialideologies have
been
· 'fy relativelv
·
. used to JUst1
open border po Ii~es towardour Northern n~ighbors,even as we
ose off our borders to those from the South.
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boundaries of racialismmay all be seen at work
in contemporary politicaldebates among people
of color. The emergence of powerful voices
of racialism is particularly evident within the
African American community, in which contemporary racial crisisis frequently represented
as a reflection of unmediated white power. Although the message of racialist politics speaks
to a broad range of disaffected African-Americans, it is also the sourceof debilitating contradictions within blackpolitical life. Indeed, as a
mode of political analysisand action, racialism
has ironically facilitated ideological attacks on
black America that are now simplistically represented as coming from "out there"-that is,
from outside the African-American community.
To take one example,racialists rightly identify the right-wing decisions of the current
Supreme Court as part of the panoply of assaults
directed against blackAmericans. What they all
too often fail to note is that this same racialist
politics helped securethe radical right's crucial
fifth vote on the Supreme Court, in the person
of Clarence Thomas. At the time of his nomination, Thomas had left little doubt about his
political commitments. Despite a clearly manifested ideological agendafrom which one could
fully predict his role in consolidating the conservative wing of the Supreme Court, Thomas
was nonetheless able to garner crucial support
across the spectrum of African-American political formations. Narrownotions of racial solidarity led African-Americans to rally behind a
figure who, though black, had been and would
continue to be an eager participant in the evisceration of the post-civilrights coalition.
Another dimension of the racialism that led
black Americans to support the Thomas nomination was deeply gendered in its determination. The erroneous view that racial interests
would be advanced by the appointment of any
African-American to the Supreme Court was compounded by a misguided racialist belief that
questions of gender power were irrelevant (if
not antagonistic) to the interests of the "larger"
black American community. During our earlier
discussion of racialism,we argued that one of
the chief problems with the racialist accountof

social power and strugglelies in the tendency to
"essentialize" the racialcommunities with which
it represents the socialworld. In black racialist
circles, the felt necessity to articulate a stable
vision of group identity and interest has underwritten a "representational politics" in which
the experience of one segment of black America
is taken to be representativeof black experience
tout court. As a result, black racialism yields a
flat, fixed image of racial identity, experience
and interest, which failsto capture the complex,
constantly changing realities of racial domination in the contemporaryU.S.
The concrete implications of this crude essentialism became painfullyapparent in the subordinating gender politicsto which black racialist support for the Thomas nomination gave
rise. As Kimberle Crenshaw has argued, the
black racialist accountproffers a vision of racism
which portrays racialpower primarily through
its impact on African-American males. Because
it is unwilling or unable to apprehend the ways
in which racial identities are lived within and
through gendered identities, racial essentialism
renders the particular experiences of black females invisible. Blackracialist politics thus effectively denies the struggle against racialized
gender oppression a place on its anti-racist
agenda. A final recent example will suffice to
show how black America continues to be held
hostage to racialism'sessentialist politics. Although much of the rhetoric supporting a proposed "Million Man March" is grounded in the
need for a black American response to Supreme
Court decisions, the March's proponents not
only fail to problematize the racialist politics
that installed ClarenceThomas, but effectively
reproduce those politics by promoting gender
exclusivity, with its concomitant subordination
of the irreducibly gendered dimensions of black
women's racial oppression.
Because there is no currently viable alternative to an ambivalentliberal vision of race, on
the one hand, and an inadequate vision of
racialism, on the other, many progressive voices
in the black communitytend to gravitate toward
the racialist view. For all its faults, racialism at
least acknowledges the persistence of racism
(albeit in an essentialistand exclusionary way).
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Without a counter vision of racethat does not
fall into the nebulous world of liberal ambivalenceand apology, the dangersof racialist politics for communities of color will continue to
go unheeded, even in light of the deep contradictionsthat such politics produces.
Historians of American racial politics may
rightlyremember the final yearsof the twentieth century as the "Age of Repudiation." All
the evidencesuggests that the 1990s mark the
rejectionof the always fragilecivil rights consensusand the renunciation of by federal, state
and city authorities (indeed, of the American
peoplethemselves) that government not only
can but must play an active role in identifying
and eradicating racial injustice.The ideological
offensiveagainst civil rights reform (not to
mentiondeeper social change)has consolidated
what we have called a new common sense regardingrace and racism in the United States.
Althoughthe new racial commonsense defies
both reason and contemporary reality, this fact
has ?ot deterred makers of public policy and
public opinion in the post-reform era from
usinfit to justify their indifferenceor outright
hostili~t?w~rd those who continueto struggle
for rac1~Justice and multiculturaldemocracy in
the Urnted States. In the 1980s,the architects
?fthe _newracial common senseprovided an
ideologicalfoundation for dismantlingmany of
the ~e~ r~forms and programs adopted during
t~e civilnghts period. In the 1990s,the apologists for r~cial reaction have deepened and extende~their attack to include the very principle
of racialantidiscrimination. Emboldened by the
~uccesses
of th~ 1980s, right-winglegal academics such as Richard A. Epstein now openly

decry laws forbidding racial disrrir_ninati?n on
the grounds that they arc WH10mrc:11Iy
me~cient and morallv indefensible. And m a deliberate distortion · of the l<JS4 Hrown decision,
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thom~s h~s
cynicallydescribed the Hrown court's. h1stoncally-based claim that racial scgregat10n was
"inherently" unequal as itself an example of
white racism. The power of new racial common
· the tc· 1t necess1·ry.of
sense may be seen, too, 111
Democratic President Bill Clinton to qualify
his alreadycompromised dcfrnse of affir~ative
action with a neo-liberal nod toward the angry
white males" who, against all the evidence, have
positioned themselves as the chief "victims" of
contemporary racial politics.
. d
The task of Critical Rae,· Theoryis to remm
its readers how deeplv issues of racial ideology
· American
·
life
and power continue to• matter 111
. ·
Qiiestioning regnant visions of racial meamng
and racial power, critical race theorists seek to
fashion a set of tools for thinking about. r_a:
that avoids the traps of racial thinking. Cntic.
Race Theory understands that raci·al po wer 1s
produced by and experienced within numerous
vectorsof social life. Critical Race Theory r~c~
ognizes,too, that political interventions whic f
overlookthe multiple wavs in which people ~
color are situated (and re~ituated)as commu~ties, subcommunities, and individuals will ~
little to promote effective resistance to, an
counter-mobilization against, todav's newly em~
.. s
powered right. It is our hope that the wr 1~1~~
collectedhere will prove to be a useful cnnc_
compassfor negotiating the treacherous terrain
of American racial politics in the coming century.
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